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ABSTRACT
The temperature-dependent evolution of the crystal structure of natural tetranatrolite (Mt. SaintHilaire, approximate formula Na5.85Ca1.90Al9.25Si10.75O40·11H2O) was investigated using monochromatic
synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction and Rietveld analysis. The room-temperature structural model
reveals characteristic Al/Si and Na/Ca disordering over the framework tetrahedral and nonframework
cation sites, respectively. Water molecules at the OW4 and OW5 sites along the elliptical channels
surround the nonframework cations with full and partial occupancies, respectively, similar to what
was observed in previous single crystal studies. As the temperature increases up to 300 °C, the
partially occupied OW5 site is gradually dehydrated whereas the fully occupied OW4 site and the
disordered Na/Ca site remain fully occupied. Upon complete dehydration of the OW5 site at 300 °C,
another phase appears with ∼1.8% expansion and ∼6.7% reduction of the a- and c-axis parameters,
respectively, leading to an overall volume reduction of ∼3.3%. In this new phase, the Na and Ca
atoms migrate to occupy two closely separated sites along the channels, and 80% of the OW4 water
is lost with the remaining water molecules occupying a site close to the previously empty OW5 site.
The material decomposes upon full dehydration near 400 °C and becomes X-ray amorphous. The
temperature-dependent variations of the T-O-T angles and the chain rotation angle are indicative of
the framework relaxation occurring during the selective dehydration and subsequent cation-water
migration phase transition.

INTRODUCTION
Zeolites are naturally occurring aluminosilicates which adopt
a variety of low-density framework structures constructed from
corner-connected (Al,SiO4)-tetrahedra (Breck 1984). The framework contains windows which connect to pores and channels
of molecular dimensions where charge-balancing cations are
located and water molecules can be absorbed. The structure of
natrolite, Na16Al16Si24O80·16H2O, was Þrst proposed by Pauling
and Taylor in the early 1930s (Pauling 1930; Taylor et al. 1933).
Its framework is composed of so-called Þbrous chains of tetrahedra interconnected to form elliptical channels along the c-axis
(Baur et al. 1990; Meier 1960). In the parent phase, silicon and
aluminum atoms are ordered at the framework tetrahedral (T)
sites, and sodium cations and water molecules also adopt ordered
arrangements along the channel. Chemical substitutions can occur both in the natrolite framework and charge-balancing cation
sites, giving rise to a variety of analog mineral species such as
scolecite, Ca8Al16Si24O80·24H2O (Kvick et al. 1985), mesolite,
Na5.3Ca5.3Al16Si24O80·21.3H2O (Artioli et al. 1986), gonnardite
(Artioli and Galli 1999), and tetranatrolite (Evans et al. 2000). In
scolecite and mesolite, the framework maintains an ordered Al/Si
arrangement, but different degrees of Ca-exchange for Na leads
to a monoclinic distortion or a tripling of the b-axis parameter
of the parent orthorhombic natrolite unit cell, respectively. The
composition and structural relationship of gonnardite and tetra* E-mail: yollee@bnl.gov
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natrolite remains controversial (Artioli and Galli 1999; Evans et
al. 2000; Ross et al. 1992), but they have been reported to have
the representative formula Na16–xCaxAl16+xSi24–xO80·nH2O (0.2 ≤
x ≤ 3.9, 16 ≤ n ≤ 25.2) with disordered Al/Si distributions at the
framework T-sites. Paranatrolite is another natrolite analog with
a high water content, Na16–xCaxAl16+xSi24–xO80·nH2O or ideally
Na16Al16Si24O80·nH2O, n ∼ 24 (Chao 1980; Ross et al. 1992). It is
claimed to transform irreversibly to tetranatrolite upon exposure
to the atmosphere after removal from its aqueous environment
(Chao 1980). It is therefore believed that tetranatrolite is a dehydration product of paranatrolite (Evans et al. 2000). However,
there is no direct structural evidence of a paranatrolite-tetranatrolite transformation nor is there a consensus on an established
structural model for paranatrolite (Baur 1991).
We have recently identiÞed two new phases of natrolite with
high water contents under hydrostatic pressures ( Lee et al. 2001,
2002). This pressure-induced hydration (PIH) of natrolite occurs through the selective sorption of water molecules from the
hydrostatic pressure transmitting ßuid and increases the zeolitic
water contents to 24 and 32 per 80 framework O atoms at 1.0
GPa and above 1.2 GPa, respectively, compared to 16 per 80
framework O atoms at ambient conditions. The structure of the
24 water phase at 1.0 GPa is reminiscent of the proposed structure
and phase stability of paranatrolite, although it maintains the Al
and Si framework ordering from the parent natrolite framework;
we refer to it as an ordered paranatrolite (Lee et al. 2005, this issue). We therefore believe that the hydration-dependent structural
changes in tetranatrolite, either with temperature or pressure,

